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Association News
Muriel Vasconcellos Receives IAMT Award of Honor

The IAMT Award of Honor was created in 1997 to recognize individuals
who have served MT in some special
way. The award takes the form of a
medal, a financial gift (in tlds case,
kindly donated by SYSTRAN),
a plaque, which was ac^d
by the following
companied

,,,
,

By Eduard Hovy

tribute:
To lt[ttrie I l/asconce I los,
For her outstanding contribution to the success of
both UMT and AMTA

The second IAMT Award of Honor was
presented to Muriel Vasconcellos at MT
Summit VII in Singapore in Septernber
1999. This award recognizes the long and
outstanding contribution Dr. Vasconcel-

since their foundation (as a

co-founder of IAMT and as
founder of AMTA), for the
development ot the Pan
American Health Organization of two of the most suc-

los has made to the field of machine
translation.

Muriel's career has spanned nearly the
whole of MT to date. As a graduate student at Georgetown University, she witnessed some of the earliest MT experiments. After working as a professional

cessful working MT systems,
Sp,qN.au and ENcselN, for
her continuous and highly
influential encouragement
of the use of MT and trans-

translator for some years, she joined the
Pan American Health Organization in
Washington, D.C. At PAHO, she even-

lation tools within the trans-

lation profession as

tually led the machine translation service
that has regularly produced volumes of
up to 200,000 words a month since DeMuriel Vasconcellos

cember 1980-nearly 20 years.

After retiring from PAHO in 1992,
Muriel moved to San Diego, Californi4
where she has worked as a free-lance
translator and currently shares the editorship of .A./Zi// with Colin Brace.

In fact, she embodies several of the
personas that comprise our field: translator, user, system developer, and organizer. She has played a central role in the
crystallizing of MT as a professional
field. Recognizing the need for an international association for MT, she was one
of the originators of IAMT, and she was
the founder and first president of the Association for Machine Translation in the
Americas (AMTA), on whose board she
still occupies the position of Wise Councillor. Among the numerous events that
she convened and chaired were the MT

Evaluation Workshop in San Diego in
1992, the first biennial AMTA conference, AMTA-1994; and MT Summit VI
in San Diego in 1997.

It was during the formation of the
IAMT and AMTA tlnt Muriel's particular qualities of cooperative leadership
were most apparent. It is not too difficult
to start an organization, but it is very difficult to start one that flourishes. To do
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a

whole, and for her promotion of the real needs of
translators and users of lvtf
systems.

so, one has to create a rvelcorning at-

mosphere

and share

participation

among as many people as possible, yet
retain a finn sense of direction lest the
energy dissipates. It is a testirnonial to
her leadership and character that the

IAMT, and in particular the AMTA,
flourish today.

Vasconcellos is the second
recipient of the award. The first award
was given to Professor Makoto Nagao of
the University of Kyoto at MT Summit
VI in 1997. Professor Nagao is co-

of IAMT and founder of the
Asia-Pacific Association for Machine

founder

Translation

(AAMT). tr

tlURIEl UASCOllCEll0S:

tlf'S

GREAI SURUIUOR

By Andrew Joscelyne

For you, the mid-1950s might corliure up a cozy technoscape of scratchy
Buddy Holly 78s and Brylcreem. Butformisty-eyedveterans of theAmerican machine translation scene, it was a golden age, when government
agencies were doling out dollars aplenty to researchers at universities
throughout the land.
Never-never-land? Ask Muriel Vasconcellos, now head of Machine Tlanslation at the Pan American Health Organization (PAIIO). She was there.
In 1956, she personally typed the proposal from GeorgetownUniversity to
the CId which led to a million-dollar grant for the development of a Russian-English MT system.

Officially, Vasconcellos was working in an administrative capacity. But
her natural curiosity for what was going on brought her close to some of the
founding fathers of the discipline, and she's been carrying on the good work
eversince.
"For five years, I was assistant to Leo

LIFE BEFORE ALPAC AND AFTER
"There were lots of ideas around at the

time." she remembers. "There were at
least three separate Russian-to-English
projects goingon while I was there. Apart
from the main General Analysis Technique (orGAT) research, Paul Garvin was

Dostert, who was the architect of the
simultaneous interpretation system used
at the Nuremburg trials. At Ge orgetown,
he would brainstorm ideas every Friday
morning and then get people to work on
a project. Anybody could workon anything
they wanted to,

so

there were people doing

stuffon Chinese, Slavic languages, and

working on his FULCRUM analysis

French.

project - plus there was another team
workingon whatwas called code-matching techniques.

"Dostert was very much attuned to
using corpora - real texts - so he started
up an English-to-French MT system

ttLGUlGt lIcIr0roGY * t5

based on

atwin-text corpus of biochemistry data. Above all, though, Leo was a

figured it could be fixed - and he was the
first to really encourage us to use what

great publicist for the MT cause.
'We were a regular nursery for com-

we had."
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years. Four years after he'd left, the first
version ofwhat came to be Systran came

out."
Then disaster struck. MurielVasconcellos was still at Georgetown in 1966
when the ALPAC blow fell. This notorious'no future" evaluation ofthe prospects
for MT suddenly spelled the end of publictundingof GAT.
In fact, the GAT system had become

operational in 1964 at Atomic Energy
Commission facilities both in the US and
Italy, and it continued to be used over the
next twenty-odd years to provide rapid
raw translation ofRussian physics documents. However, any idea of further
development was deep-sixed, the Georgetownresearchteambrokenup, anddust
settled on the piles ofpunch cards.
Vasconcellos, though, struck lucky.
She soon found herselfworkingfor the only
non-military public organization in the
Americas still preparedtoput moneyinto
MT: Washington-based PAHO, the Pan
American Health Organization.
h 1975, PAHO asked Tabor Corp., the
research company that now markets
Globalink translation software, to perform afeasibility study onhowto reduce
the vast costs ofproducing all its publichealth-related documentation in English
and Spanish. The result was a project,
begqr in 1976, to develop an MT system
using PAIIO's onsite IBM 360. And a
rocky road it proved to be.

NOT JUST RAW BI,]"T BTEEDING
"I was the PAHO staffmember," recalls
Vasconcellos, "with the glorious title of
'terminologist and coordinator' of the
project. At frrst, we used a team of consultants who had already worked on the
old Georgetown project, including Allen
T\rcker and Bedrich Chapulka.
"Bedrich hadbeen a dictiona4r coder,
and he arrived with an image of the dictionary record in his memory. Since he
had never worked on the algorithm, he
sethimselfto work backwards, thinking
upthe rules thatwouldbeneededto access
the information coded in the dictionary."
Three years later, a first SpanishEnglish algorithm was in place. Written
in PUl and accessing the 48,000-word
dictionary, it turned Spanish input into
raw English text. Correction: notjust raw
bfi bleeding, apparently.
'TVhen it came to be evaluated, this
system was frankly a dog's dinner. We
were aboutto give up the ghost and see if
somethinglike Systran couldbe used. But
developing new dictionaries would have
been as expensive as continuing with our
own work. So I asked Yorick Wilks, who
had been working on MT at the Univer-

sity ofNew Mexico, what he thought. He
la
IU

So in an an attempt to beef up
SPANAM, as the system was called, in
1979, PAHO hired Marjorie L6on, a
computational linguist, to work fulltime
on development. For Muriel Vasconcellos, Marjorie L6on is the "real architect"
of SPANAM.
"IVIarj orie is a brilliant computational
linguist. She managed to streamline the
whole thing. For example, we had been
left with a full-form dictionary - which
meant that any conjugated verb form in
Spanish was displayed as unknown,
entailing endless dictionary updating.
'TVithin a month of arriving, Marjorie
had written a morpholory module to
process the 52 forms ofthe source verbs.
What I learned from her was that you
couldtake somethingprettybasic and use
whatyou had without wiping it out and
starting from scratch each time."
Since then, SPANAM and its sister
program ENGSPAN, which translates in
the opposite direction (andwas developed
with atwo-year grantfrom theUSAgency
for International Development in 1983),

have gone from strength to strength,
offering the translation of many different text t5pes - a "try-anything" system
if ever there was one.
"People were continually telling me
that MT couldn't really work. So I accepted
the challenge and decided to find outjust
whatwe could do overa given period."The

result proved that

80Vo

of the English

documentation could be processedby the
machine and607o of the Spanish, using
scanned or e-mailed input text.
"Less than l%o of the words in the
documents could not be found, out of one
million words per year. Where previously
we werejust one component ofthe PAHO
Language Services department, we've
now proved we czrn use machines to do the
mainjob. The tail is beginningto wagthe

dog!"

COLI,ABORATION A MUST
The encouragingresults ofthe eightyears
that Vasconcellos has devoted to promot-

ingMT at PAHO have borne other fruit.
There is, for example, a project in the air
to work with the 13 centers of the panAmerican Consultative Group for Agr"icultural Research (CGAR)in aconsortium
of public sector agencies interested in
exchanging public health information.
One plan is to co-develop an Englishto-Portuguese module. Another is to get
funding to add an English-to-French module tothe PAHO system. Muriel Vasconcellos smiles knowingly: "I knowthe world
needs another French-to-English system
like it needs a hole in the head - but ours
might just be the best around."
Vasconcellos's wide experience ofthe
ups and downs

ofMTland

has

taughther

ment structure and dictionary entries.
"Right now," she says, looking back on
ALPAC and the struggle to get SPANAM
offthe ground, "MT people need mutual
support. We should stick together and try
to exchange much ofthe effortthat's going

intobuildingmachine dictionaries around
the world.
"It's solabour-intensivethatit's ridiculous to have differentMTvendors building up what amount to very similar dictionaries. Look atthe wayJapanese MT
teams get together to work out mutual
problems. We're simply going to have to
build some basis for understanding beyond mere gossip about what'the others'
are doing.

'A

combined effort on lexical data

could still leave each system free to do

its

own thing at the parsing and semantic
processing levels."

ALPAC AFTERBIJRN
Apart from her work with PAIIO, Muriel

Vasconcellos has returned to her old
stamping ground Georgetown University,
giving courses each year on Machine Aids

to Translators at the Department of
Interpretation and Translation.
She also chairs the Committee on
Translation and Computers in the
American Translators Association.
"I'd like to build up the MT awareness

ofindependent translators, so that real
MT will become a genuine option for them.
Theie is no question that the major systems over the next five years will be PCbased, and it is management rather than

technical questions that are going to
become important.
"Ifwe're goingto have a bunch of$500
systems on the market, what'll happen
to the real systems? We're goingto have
to educate people to understand the difference between them."
In spite ofher successes at PAHO and
the radical improvements that have affected user interfaces and the general
technological environment for machine
translation over the years, Muriel is still
haunted by the stigma that ALPAC left
on the MT community.
"MT is not necessarily getting a better press now than it did just after ALPAC ," she explains . '"There's still not a cent
of public money around in the States for
MT. When people at a cocktail party ask
you what you do, and you say you work
in MT, they invariably come outwith'Oh
I know all about that - they did a study
about it, didn't they, and found out it can't
work?"'
And she's sick and tired ofhearing the
same old jokes about dumb machinemade translations of the "Spirit is willing, flesh is weak / the vodka is alright but
the meat is off'variety, flashr.ly updated
to the eighties, with the output coming
from some futuristic automatic telephone

interpreter.
MurielVasconcellos clearlyfeels there

how necessary it is both to generate soli-

"Tryingto get rid

darity within the MT community and

is

educate laypeople on the outside.
She is particularly vehement about
the need to combine resources via internationally accepted standards for docu-

ofALPAC's fallout," she concludes, "is like
pushingjellyup ahill." Maybe she should
show the Cassandrasjusthow ENGSPAN
can translate that evocative little simile.

still a longwayto

go.
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HACHINE TRANSLATION AT

GesprHch

mit Dr. lluriel

PAHO

Vasconcel losi

*)

Universitas: Dr. Vasconcellos, perhaps the best ray to start rould
be for you to tell us sornething about the rork at PAHO' the
Panamerican Health 0rganization. Uhat kind of system do you use
for nachine translation?
ll.Vasconcellos: hle use our orn system rhich re developed at PAHO.
hle started our research in I976 and became operational from Spanish
into English in 1980. This is the SPANAll system. Ihen fe have the

system, from English into Spanish, rhich re started in
late 1982 and became operational in 1985. Ue rere the first international orgenization to have operational machine translation (HT ).
PAH0 has a small translation service and a small demand. Since 1980
re have done ,.1 million rords of machine translation - i.e. 12r49O
pages - into English. This represents more than 1000 rork orders
from more than a hundred different using units in the organization.
This includes some requests that re have had from the field offices
in Latin Anerica and also requests from the Uorld Health 0rganization in Geneva. Approx. I million rords (rr200 pages) have been
nachine-translated into Spanish.
Universitas: Could this volume have been handled by a human translator during the same period of time?
l,l.Vasconcellos: Yes, it could have been handled - possibly not
delivered rith the same speed - and it rould have cost the organization trice as much.
Universitas: Let's get things straight for alI those rho are not
really familiar rith machine translation. tJhat exactly is the
rorking procedure? Uhat does the machine do and rhere does the
human translator come in?
H.Vasconcellos: Ue receive the job in maehine-readable format, rhich
means it's on a disk. Ue send it to the IBI'l computer, an IBI'l 4]81,
a nainframe computer - and the computer sends the translation back
to the rord processor. At that point re cell the translator and
S3y,'hle have rork into English or Spanish'.
The translators rork at the rord processor on the screen. They have
at the 6ame time a document that shors the input text and the
translation in columnar form. And then they have rhat re call
"diagnostics" down the middle that give the translator information
about the status of the translation.
ENGSPAN

*'l

'

Chief of the Terminology and Hachine Translation Program of
PAH0 (Panamerican Health 0rganization), hlashington, D.C.;
part-time lecturer at the Division of Interpretation and
Translation, Georgetown University.

-TUniversitas: Could you give us some examples of these "diagnostics"?
l'l.Vasconcellos: 0kay. tl/hat may happen is that the machine f ails to
completely analyze the input text, and as a result a signal rill be
given in this column dorn the middle saying "pp"r which means that
it is partially parsed or analyzed, or rrnorr, nhich means it is not
parsed. tde still give a translation, but the translator needs to be
alert to the fact that that translation may have problems. So it's
there may be difficulties
a f,arning signal to the translator that
the
in the text. ldhen there is a "pp" oF rrnorr Ie don't rely onrrokr'.
translation rith the same confidence as shen it says itrs
Universitas: tllhat happens when a rord is not found in the dictionary?

also get a "diagnostic" in the middle column.
Ihe word in the original text rill bear an asterisk, and on the
target the word would be the same as it was on the original. But,
of course, even though the system makes guesses, it may make an
incorrect guess. So we have to be specially careful rhen a rord
hasn't been found. And the translator won't knon this unless he
sees it from the diagnostics in the middle.
Universitas: And how do your translators Like to rork rith the

H.Vasconcellos: You

"machine"?

M.l'asconceilos: I should explain that we use contraetors who eome
to our office and rork on the screen at the word processor. They
are paid half of what they would be paid if they rere doing human
translation.0ne thing is interesting: They follor a learning
eurve. ln the beginning 'they Find it di fficult, especially if they
didn't know word processing. Thenr ds they get more experienced,
they really enjoy it, and after a while they find that they are
earning more money because they are producing more in the same
time - more than trice as much (it nould have to be more than
twice as much to justify it) - and they tell me that they feel
more rested at the end of the day. And after a month or tro they
don't even rant to do traditional translation.

Universitas: blould you call these translators 'revisors' or 'posteditors'? 0r hor rould you differentiate?

I think that the best term is 'post-editors | . Thet
dates back to one of the first researchers in machine translation,
Erwin Reifler' who ras rorking in London in the 1950s and realized
that there x,ere tno rays in rhich you might have to help a mactiine
translation along - either by doctoring Lhe input so thet it rould
be easier to translate, or else by revising it afterrards, rhich
is nhat re do. Ue find that to do both is not cost-effectivc. And
to Pre-edit means to anticipate the kinds of problems you ara going
to have, and that takes somebody very knorledgeable in the system

It'l.Vasconcellos:

itself.
The rork of the post-editor is different fron the rork of thc
traditional revisor in a number of respects. The post-editor is
apt to find more genuine nistakes that the revisor might expect

to find. The revisor is Iooking for genuine errors, the revisor
is looking to improve style and possibly catch the mistake the
translator riay have made.0n the other hand, the revisor has to
look and see if the translator has skipped somethr.ng. The machine
never skips anything. So the things the revisor is looking for are
not necessarily the same - or rather they are the sarne but in
different proportions, I think. And also the kind of eEror that
you are going to find the nachine making is much more elementary
perhaps than the kind the revisor is going to pick up on. Ihe
mistakes nould be rell belor human standards. The kind of thing
I mean nould be perhaps a double negative getting carried ouer
rhere the human translator would know immediately that.it ras
only a single negative. The machine might make a mistake. This
happens a lot from Russian, it sometimes happens from Spanish.
So the machine could reverse the meaning. The translator nho knoss
this piEFall is the only person who will pick up on this.0n the
other hand, the revisor of a human translation isn't going to see
that kind of mistake, u\fe hope. At the same time lhe post-editor
may be caIIed on to unseramble - if there is a mistake - a strange
construction that a human would never have generated. So they need
special problem-solving skills. Then another thing is that re have
rords that can mean many different things. lrJe try to build possibilities into the dictionaries so that ne can anticipate when these are
going to come up. But still the human post-editor is the final
person to catch mistakes in taking a nord from the f,rong subject
area. Let me give you an example: 'eultivo' in Spanish can mean
it's
it's an agricultural text, or'culture'if
'cultivation'if
in the Iaboratory. And only the person is going to pick this up.
Lle would hope to have this provided for in the dictionary' but
the possibilities are endless and u,e don't claim to have built
in a provision for aIl of those. So that is something the posteditors have to look for.
Universitas: Did your post-editors reeeive any special traininq oF
are they simply experienced translators nho rere interested in
doing this sort of thing?
H. Vasconcel los
They are translators rho have been sPecially interested. In most cases they already kner rord processingr rhich is
an advantsg€ r because to face tro ner skills at a time is especialIy difficult.
Yes, x,e do give them special training and re tr), to
encourage them to leave as nuch of the text as they ean and to
Iearn to make strategic corrections lhat represent a minimum of
time spent on changes in the text and at the same time produce
something that is totally grammatical and totelly meaningf ul.'
Universitas: So style isn't that important? Not rith the kind of
texts you are translat ing anyuay?
Itl.Vasconcellos: I don't rant to say that we don't pey attention to
it beeause I find that I do correct styte very much. But to me so
much of style has meaning anyray. I only makc E stylistic correction rhen I consider that it's part of the meaning that needs to
be carried over from the original tcxt.
3

-4Universitas: Ihe texts that you translate at
texts?

PAH0

are mostly medical

rould think that this is all re do, but re
'UNeset resolutions and proposals and
reports; requests for funding. Ue even did a movie script on
disaster preparedness. l.lanuals - re have a lot of manualE in thc
area of primary health care; that's a very big subject right nof'
and HT is very suitable for that because then the text is already
in a state that it can be sent directly by telephone to the
printer.
ljni:,e:'s:.tas: Have you ever tried to use the computer for a general
text, a literary text, or a nexspaper arLicle - and if sor rhet
ras the result?
M.Vasconcellos: Sure, fe've tried it. In factr f,E get challenged
rith t.hat kind of thing in demonstratioirs very often. People
come to us in a demonstration and try to find very idiomatic and
st;vl rzed texts. I f the text itself is hiqhly idiomatic, it does
reflect in the translation, of course.
Universitas: Are all your machine-translated texts post-edited or
do you have rhat is generally called "information scanning" - texts
tirat serve as basic information only so people knor rhat it's all
about and go out rithout any corrections?
l{.Vasconcellos: Ue have done it sometimes. In the past there rere
times when ure rere really able to meet a need. If a consultant
ccmes in and is only going to be there for a day and the requesting
office rants that consultant to have certain information, it really
meets a need to give him an unedited translation. Another application is when you have a rapporteur at a meeting and he doesn't
knor the other Ianguage, re can give him a machine translation of
the interventions, and sometimes that gives them enough because
he knors the subject of the meeting.
in the case of the consultant re did still go through the text
end tried to catch anything that ras really garbled or anything
that rould be reird,
One of the funny things sometimes is proper n6mes: if thcy arr
not in the dictionary and if they are also a common nounr you rill
get a translation of that cornmon noun. So e man named'Carlos
Tejada'might be translated as fCarlos TiIed Roof'.0nce rG get
'Tejada'as a proper name in the dictionaryrthis does not happen
again. This happens rith place nsmes and people's names, and
sometimes these mistakes are quite funny.
universitas: Your rere responsiblc for the development of tha
system from the very beginning?
f'l.vasconcellos: I joined it about Blx months rnto the project. the
orqanrzation had already hired some consultantc rho rorkcd rith
us for tro years. And then fc obtained poesession of thc prograns
and hr red a computational linguist rho is also a translator.

l'l.Vasconcellos: People

have a lot of diversity:

-,
She has been rith us einee 1979. I rould 8ay that naybe 65 Z of
the SPANAT{ program hsve been done by her, and 100 }3 of the ENGSPAN
progrem is our orn development.

Universites: Did you have eny Previous exPerience rith computers
before you joined PAHO?
il.Vasconcellos: Not f or tnany r nany years. 0riginally I had rorked
rith the Georgetorn project rhen Georgetorn University first
demonstrated the possibility of translating from Russisn into
English. At that time I ras rorking at the University and I ras
en editor on the project. That ras rhere I first got interested.
Universitas: Do you also do post-editing rork?
il.Vasconcellos: 0h yes.0f the r.l
heve been post-edited by tne.

million rords more than a million

Universitas: Are there any texts left for the human translator at
PAHO ?

tl.Vasconcellos: At PAH0 and everyrhere. Ihe material that is not
easily read by the machine - all that is left for the human
translator. He gets the tough jobs.

Universitas: Has the volume of rork for translators gone up or
ever since the introduction of ltT?
l',l

.

Vasconeel

l',|.

So

lhe volume in the organization Bs a rhole has gone up.
the system has not proved to be a job killer?

:

0h oor on the contrary

los:

Universitas:
Vasconcel Ios

down

Universitas: Do you find that during those six years the system
improved to any extent?

has

tl.Vasconcellos: 0h, absolutely, because all the time that h,e are
translating re are making notes on the machine outputr so that re
can see rhere re need to change both the translation program and
the dictionaries. In our dictionarie - in SPANAII - re have over
62r000 source entries xith translations attached to them. lde keep
inproving it constantly rith changes in the dictionaries and
changes in the system. And it has matured s lot.0ur dictionaries
probably doubled in those six years.

Universitas: Do you see any special advances ahead?
ll.Vasconcellos: I think that especialty SPANAH is due for some major
advances because re have learned a lot rorking on ENGSPAN, rhich
is s more sophisticated system. Ue rill incorporate the sophistication that re have developed for our neu, system into SPANAH and at
th'e same time re rill be continuing to improve ENSPAN as rell. So
I see for both of them eontinuing improvement for a long time to
eome.

Universitas: Dr. Vasconcellos, thank you very mueh for thrs interview.

Vasconcellos Breaks Ground in Machine Translation
l,anguages and Linguistics in an upper-

level course entitled "Nlachine Aids to
'l'ranslation, " offered for undergraduate

and graduate students, and has

re-

ceived, rvith Nlarjorie l,eon as co-principal investigator, a two-vear grant from
the U.S. Agencv for International Development to accelerate development

of

w
"t *.';

-{|l

A n. of ()e<lrgetown's

greatest, vet
\-.rf quietest. successes has been the
contributions made at the Hilltop in the
field of machine translation. Closelv follou'ing the 1949 founding of the thenInstitute of Languages and Linguistics.

the developntent of computer svstems
that could independentlv translate entered texts propelled Georgetou'n to an

Iinglish-Spanish nrachine transla-

tion. Vasconcellos completed her cloctorate at (ieorgetorvn in 198(r.
'l'he nventv-eight vears follou'ing her
19.58 graduation have seen tremendous
advances in the state of machine transla-

tion. While manv documents still require post-editing, Sor,'iet technical literature, traditionallv a large source of
translation work for. among others, the
LI.S. Air Force, can now be cornpleted
almost totally bv machine. Even more

impressive. during the Apollo-Sovuz.
space f ink-up in 1975 a machine translation pmgram called SYSTRAN, developed bv Peter'I'oma of La Hova, Ca.,
enabled NASA controllers in Hor.rston
to understand Soviet comnrands.
But Vasconcellos sees even greater
potential for the use of machine transla-

even greater position of international

tion: one of PAHO's nrost importanton-

com munications leadership.

going applications of this techn<;logv
has been in transf-erring public health
information from the United States to

\Iuriel (Habel)

\/asconcellos (l'Sit,

G'82, '86) has been associated with
Georgetown and machine translation
since the beginning of the project in the

1950s under Professor [,eon Dostert.

Graduating fronr the School of [,anguages and Linguistics in 1958, she has
worked in the field of translation ever
since, first as an English editor with the
Organization of American States, and
now as chief of the Termin<llogy and
Nlachine Translation Program of the

Pan-American Health Organization
(PAHO). This career has taken her
throughout Latin America and Europe,

including a period in lVlexico Ciry
where she freelanced as an editor and
reviewer.

In addition to her duries at PAHO,
Vasconcellos lectures at the School of

FOREIGN SERVICE: Raymond R. Krause

(L'78) has been elected to the board of directors of the N,{innesota Opera. He is currentlv

director of

governme

nr relations for

the

Pillsburr Companv, Nlinneapolis, N,ln. Marvin L. Laughlin (G'75) and his u'ife, Judv, are
the parents of a baby boy, John Patrick, rheir
first child. Nlarv, an alumni intervier.l'er since
, has put those duties on hold for a year to
help out with John Patrick, a budding Hoya
1977

164
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the less-developed countries of Latin
America. When asked about her primarv concern for the future, Vasconcellos replied, "One of mv goals is to cboperate in integrating machine and human

translation at PAHO. With greater institutional cooperation in the Americas,
we can disseminate the information
needed to make a difference."
Working with governmental agencies
"in the remotest parts of the hemisphere," Vasconcellos sees the necessit.v
of getting even the most basic understanding of health to the people of those
regions. She sums up her mission with
this one sentence: "Our goal at PAHO
is health for all bv the year 2000."
John Medosch

fan, at home. Donal M. Walsh, Jr., and his
wife, Linda, are please to announce the birrh
of their third child, a daughter, N'Iargarer Rose,
on iVlarch 26, 1986. The familv resides in Tarrv-

torvn,

N.l'., wirh

nlro more future Hoyas-

Doroth_v Anne (5) and Donal NI. Walsh

MEDICINE: Norman D. Guthrie

III

(2).

has been

appointed medical director of Palmview Hospital, a private psychiatric hospiral located in Lakeland, FI.
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the patronage of the National Endowment
for the Humanities. She received her
Masterrs degree in Iinguistics at
Georgetown in 1982 and was recently
awarded her Ph.D. degree; her course ot
studies centered around theoretical
Iinguistics, but also entailed computaand Portuguese and
tional linguistics,
Her dissertation
Spanish Iinguistics.
"Theme and Iocus:
is entitled
Cross-Language Cornparison via Translations from Extended Discourse."
For the past 19 years she has been
an active member of The American
Association of Language Specialists
(TAALS), for which she has served as
executive secretarv and treasurer.

PORTRAIT:

DR. }'IURIEL

VASCONCELLOS

Muriel Vasconcellos has been
involved with machine translation since
its infancy. Although she is originally from New York, her famlly moved to
Washington, DC when she was still quite
voung. She chose to attend Georgetown
University to major in Spanish and
Portuguese. l'lachine translation was
just getting under way at Georgetown
and Ms. Vasconcellos helped type up the
proposals for the funding of the
project.
After receiving her Bachelor's degree in i958 (summa cum laude),
she stayed on as an administrative
ass ist.ant to the
director
of the
Institute of Languages and Llngulstics
and the machine translation research
proj ect

SELECTED

In 1960, Ms. Vasconcellos went to
work for the Organization of American
States (OAS) as an editor, translator,
and reviewer. Many of her duties
involved trans-Lation. She went on to
become an English editor
for the
Department of Research Development and
Coordination of the Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO) and then worked as
a freelance translator for PAHO, the
OAS, and other organizations.
In 1973 she returned to PAHO as an
English editor and was promoted to

l
I

WORKS

BY I"IURIEL VASCONCELLOS

.

A ids
to Translation: A
"Machine
Holistic Approach. " Paper prepared for
the IV Annual Conference on Language

and Communicationr "Overcoming Language
Barriers : The Human/ I'lachine Relat ionship" (New York, l3-l4 December, 1985).

"Functional Considerations in the
Machine-translated
Postediting
of
Output: Dealing with V(S tO versus
To appear in Computers and
SVO. "
Translation l( I ), 1986.

technical officer in 1977. She became
responsible for the installation of the
machine translation system and the
direction of three MT staff members.
Her name is inseparably associated with
SPANAM and ENGSPAN, PAHO' s machine
translation programs for Spanish into
English and English into Spanish
translation, respectively.
Since heading PAHO's Terminology
and
Machine Translation Program,
Ms. Vasconcellos has also served at
Georgetown as a part-time lecturer in
advanced
Spanish translation
and
currently offers a course entitled
"Machine

Aids

to

"Non-nominal Themes, Especiallv Verbal
Themes, with Examples trom Brazrlian
Portuguese. " Spanish version to appear
in Filologia (Buenos AiresJ.
"SPANAI''I and ENGSPAN: Machine Translation at the Pan American Health
OrganLzation." Computational Linguistics tl \213):122-I'36, I985. Coauthor
with Marjorie Leon.
"Management of the Machine lranslation
Environment: Interact ion of F'unct ions
at the Pan American Health OrganLzation." In: Tools for the Trade: Translating and the Computer 5, €dited bv
Veronica Lawson. London: AsIib, 1985.

Trans Iat ion . "

In 1978, she undertook an historical
project with her late
translation
husband Sylvio de Vasconcellos under
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Muriel Vaseoncellos is one
of those few individuals who
have been associated with
machine translation almost
from its beginnings.

Muriel

Although born in New
York, her family moved to

Yasconcellos

Washington when she was still

a child, and when she eame
to go to university, it was
Georgetown University which
Georgetown,
she chose.

which is in Washington, was
where the early experiments
in machine translation were
taking place.

Leon Dostert, a

university in 1982, and is
now working on her Ph . D .
She has completed the formid-

able coursework, with theoretical linguisties being the
major course, and minor
courses being computational
linguisties and Portuguese
and Spanish linguistics, and
now there remains only her
dissertation to complete.

noted

linguist who had worked on
organising the simulataneous
interpreting at the Nuremburg
trials of the Nazi leaders, and

then later at the United
Nations Organisation, where
he had set up the
simulataneous

interpreting

there, then had moved on to
Georgetown University, where
he had established a prestigious School of Language and
Linguistics.

When Muriel

Vasoncellos

arrived .in the mid-1950's to

Spanish and
major in
Portuguese the Georgetown
machine translation project
was just getting under way.
Working her' way through
college in the time-honoured
American way, as a secretary
in the school she helped
typed up the first proposals
for the funding of the project.
After taking her
degree in 1958 she stayed on
as an administrative assistant
to the director of the Institute of Languages and Linguistics and the machine
translation research project.
She recalls that everyone who
was on the course at that
time were now back working
in some way in the field of
machine translation.

On leaving the university
she went to work for the
Washington office of the
Organisation of American
States (OAS ) as editor,
translator and reviewer.
Although she worked in the
Department of Social Affairs,
about 50 per cent of her work
here was in translation, and
she was frequently ?tbor26 LANGUAGE MONTHLY

As the years went by she
became busier and busier,
acting as a part-time lecturer
in advaneed Spanish translation at Georgetown University
from 1976 to 1978, and since
1980 as their part-time lecturer on a course in rrmachine
aids to translationtt, a course
designed to make the translators of the future aware of
the technology at their disposal. She took her masterts
degree in linguistics at the

Language

For the past 16 years she
has been a most active member of The American Association of Language Specialists
( TAALS ) , including spells as

After a spell as an English
editor with the Department of
Research Development and

Her husband, freelanee
writer Sylvio de Vasconcellos,
died four years ago.

rowedrr by

the

Services Division to help as a
eonference translator or
reviewer. In this capacity
she attended some 20 international conferenees.

Coordination

of

the

Pan-American Health Organisation (PAHO) she spent
some time in lllexico working
as a freelance translator for
the PAHO, the OAS and for
other organisations, such as
the International Red Cross,
and during this period
translated a 800-page book on
Mexico and the oil crisis.
In 1973 she returned to
the PAHO as an English
editor, becoming a technieal
officer in L977. She worked
with the eonsultants installing
the machine translation system, and became responsible
for directing the staff of
three working on MT, as well
as the part-time consultants
and student interns from
Georgetown University. Part
of her job is to coordinate
machine translation production

with the requirements of no
less than 62 offices who use
the output.

executive secretary and
treasurer. She was also
active in the Guild of Professional Translators until it
was disbanded in 1978.

Muriel
These
days
Vasconcellosts name is assoeiated with SPANAM, the
machine translation project at

the PAHO, about which she
has spoken and written on a
number of occasions. Following two separate evaluations done by Professors Ross
Michael
Macdonald and
Zarechnak of Georgetown
University in 1981 , improvements were made to SPANAM,
and work began on a new
for
system, ENGSPAN ,
translating from English into
Spanish, the two projects
being closely interrelated.

The sudden death of Ross
Macdonald last June was a

very sad blow to

machine

translation.

Incidentally

Mrs

a problem
which had puzzled us at
Vasconcellos solved

LANGUAGE MONTHLY, when
we asked, Bpologetically,
whether there was a link

between Professor Ross
Macdonald and the Ross
Macdonald who was widely
regarded as Americats most
distinguished crime novelist
since Raymond Chandler,
since the deaths of both were
announced at about the same
time.

I'It is not at all a silly
questionrt , she said. rrThey
are not the same, and they
did not know each other.
But our Ross Macdonald had
friends who knew the other
one, and it seems that when
the writer was looking for a
pseudonym, he decided to call
himself after the academic.
And our Ross Macdonald was
never bothered. He figured
that if he ever rvrote novels,
theyrd sell ! And then they
died within a few days of
each other, whieh was very
strange.

?r

Muriel

interests in

Vasconcellosrs

language are
wide-ranglng, from linguistic
theory to everyday translation

problems. At present she is
deeply interested in the work
of B rian Halliday , and in
particular his concept of
functional grammar. Interests outside linguistics inof
clude
the
study
bio-feedback, which is both
a relaxation technique and a
way of achieving greater
self-awareness.

